
The Biologization of Engineering --  
and of Engineering Education

• Engineering Education
• Reports, Recommendations, and Predictions
• Biological and BioMedical Engrg----> Man (and Woman)
• Biology--Inspired Engineering---> Creativity

• 4 Billion Years is a very long time!
• 30 Million plus Species
• Energy from the Sky
• Materials from the Air

• Bio-Based Engineering -- Concepts and Themes
• Examples
• Enjoy Joseph D. Andrade
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You?



Engineering Disciplines Basic Science Fields  

Electrical Engineering Physics 
(electricity and magnetism) 

Mechanical Engineering Physics 
(mechanics) 

Civil Engineering Physics 
(mechanics) 

Chemical Engineering Chemistry 
Computer Engineering Physics 
Materials Engineering Chemistry/Physics
Biomedical Engineering Biology/Physiology

ALL Mathematics



Rules: 
Physics



More Rules: 
Physics



Stuff: 
Chemistry



Ages of Engineering and Engineering Education  
(based in part on speeches by N.R. Augustine, former Chair and CEO, 

Lockheed--Martin)

• Structural Age -- Statics-- fighting gravity
• Mechanical Age -- Dynamics --  fighting friction
• Energy Age -- Industrial Revolution and fossil fuels
• Information Age -- Electronics and Computers
• Socioengineering (according to Augustine in 1993):

– Communication skills
– Environmental skills
– Political skills
– Economics skills
– International skills � 

• But, says Andrade: Biology Age



A Time Perspective --

YOU:      20 to 50 plus years (now)
Your Life:    +20-60 years (hopefully!)
Chemistry:     150 years (since Mendeleev)
Physics:    300 years (since Newton)
Civilization:    10,000--50,000 years
Life (Biology): 3.5±0.5 Billion years

3.5-4.0 billion years is a long, long time!! 



3.5-4.0 billion years is a long, long time!!



Rules and 
Principles:Biology

30+ 
Million 
species!



Bio-Based Engineering:

Looking to Biology for 
Inspiration and Ideas -- 

4 billion years is a long, long 
time!! 



McCall 
Publ.,1970

McGraw-Hill, 
1968



The Bridge, 27-3 (1997) 2



The Bridge, 27-4 (1997) 4





“…we need to make biology a part of the 
science foundation required of any person with 

a university education...  
This includes ... engineering students...  

There clearly is a need for a true integration of 
biology and engineering.” 

Robert M. Nerem, The Bridge, 27 (4), 1997, pp. 4-8



Biological Concepts and Topics:

Energy transduction and storage 
Mechano-chemical mechanisms 
Electrical/chemical gradients 
Photoreception 
Light production: Bioluminescence 
Heat production:  Thermogenesis

Bio-optics 
Wave length shifting 
Filtering 
Polarization 
Simple and compound lenses

 



Biological Concepts and Topics:

Structure and Materials 
Novel geometries 
Functional compounds 
Nano and micro building blocks 

Chemical processes 
Catalytic enzymes 
Unique reaction environments 
Mining the air

 Environmental adaptation 
Survival 
Extreme environments 
Rapid, combinatorial experiments



Biological Concepts and Topics:

Sensory mechanisms 
Electromagnetic field detection 
Thermal field detection 
Stress and strain field detection 
Chemical potentials and gradients 

Information processing 
Communications strategies and modalities 



My Course on Bio-Based Engineering

Photon transduction photosynthesis
Photon production   bioluminescence
Heat generation      thermogenesis
Drought resistance anhydrobiosis
Frost resistance antifreeze
Extreme environments  extremophilia
Hydrogen production metabolism
Electric field generation electric organs



And now for some examples

• Put on your creativity and invention caps--



Biological Concepts and Topics:  
 From Microorganisms

 

Photosynthesis 
Bioluminescence 
Thermogenesis 
Psychrophilia (cold loving)
Barophilia      (pressure loving  250 atm!)
Halophilia      (salt loving  4-5M!)
Nitrogen reducing 
High and low pH  (pH 1 to 10  !!)
Magnetotaxis
Drought tolerance 



Scient. Amer. April, 1997, pp. 82-87



Nature, 393 (1998) 353Just 1 of 30 -- soon ~100



Biological Concepts and Topics:  
 From Animals: 

Bioluminescence (fireflies)
Electric fields (fish) 

production 
detection

Magnetotaxis...
Thermal fields

organs for  Thermogenesis (and hibernation) 
Heat detection (snakes) 

Drought resistance -- Anhydrobiosis
Salt tolerance and salt glands (sea birds) 
Water conservation and production
Materials -- Webs, Shells, Skeletons, etc. 



        F. Vollrath, Spider Webs and Silks,  Scient. Amer. Mar. 1992, 70-76





Chapter in Hochachka and Mommsen, eds., Biochem. Molec. Biol. of 
Fishes, V. 4, 1995, Elsevier



Nature 395 (1998) 890-894



Firefly Luciferase

Aromatic Groups - Green 

(Histidine, Tyrosine, & Tryptophan) 

Basic Groups - Blue 

(Lysine & Arginine) 

Sulfur-Containing Groups - Yellow 

(Cysteine & Methionine) 

Acidic Groups - Purple 

(Glutamic Acid & Aspartic Acid)

BCCP Domain, (His)6 tail;              
R. Stewart





Sample
Acquisition

Multi-Metabolite Biosensor --
ChipWare™
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Handheld
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Galactosemia 
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Biological Concepts and Topics:  
 From Plants: 

 

Mining the Air--Photosynthesis
Drought tolerance 

resurrection plant 
Thermal tolerance

skunk cabbage 
via thermogenesis 

Salt tolerance 
via reverse osmosis
 







Pop.Sci., Oct., 2000

P. 25

New and novel 
materials and 
structures:



Amer. Scientist, 88 (2000) 230.



Scient. Amer. 272 (Jan. 1995) pp.44-49

From Elastin to “Polymers”



Res. Devel. 

Oct., 1988, p. 56

Dr. Dan Urry





Angew.Chemie 
32 (1993) 819



R. Cingolani, “Biological Software for Materials Engineering”

“The cross-fertilization of biology, chemistry, materials science 
is opening up tremendous opportunities for innovation in 
previously unrelated disciplines such as electronics and 
information processing.  The extraordinary  recognition 
capability of biomolecules has suggested their use as a 
means for direct recognition and binding of inorganic 
materials--in other words acting as a sort of natural software 
for programming the formation of matter.” 

“The main idea is to exploit the highly specific binding 
properties characteristic of naturally formed  organisms to 
drive the formation of hybrid inorganic structures containing 
semiconductors or metals.”  

Nature Biotechnology 18 (2000) 828-9.



R. Cingolani, “Biological Software for Materials Engineering” (cont’ed)

“…specific peptide sequences can distinguish  different crystallographic 
planes of the most important semiconductors to control the 
positioning and the assembly of materials at the nanoscale.

The experiments “…exemplify the increasing overlap between biology, 
chemistry, and physics.”  

“Biological molecules offer considerable advantages over inorganic 
matter in terms of recognition and self-assembly for materials 
engineering.  We are clearly only just beginning to glimpse the 
potential of biology as software for programming the formation of 
complex  systems.”  

Nature Biotechnology 18 (2000) 828-9.



ChemTech

Sept 99.

P. 34



Nature Biotech 18 (2000) 750



P. Cohen, “Life—the Sequel,”  New Scientist, 30 Sept. 2000, p. 33

“Poor, pitiful evolution.  Sure, over the aeons it has managed to compiled
a noteworthy list of accomplishments--beetles, butterflies, birds of
paradise and Beethoven, to name a few.”  But when one “…contemplates
the primitive building blocks it has to work with --proteins constructed
from just 20 amino acids and DNA stitched together from an alphabet of
four measly chemical letters… one  can't help but lament what might
have been.”

"There are millions of compounds it could play with and what does it
settle on? Chemicals that are rather uninteresting, “ says
David Liu, biochemist, Harvard University.  “Imagine what it could do with
some real tools.”

“…re-engineering of the machinery that transforms genetic code into
protein..” by creating completely new DNA  letters
and to “…use DNA as a templated assembly platform for entirely new
chemicals--in essence, to write a new genetic code for plastic, paint or
penicillin.”



Rules and 
Principles:Biology



Angew. Chemie Int Ed., 39 (2000) 2148.



Polymer Paradigms
• Mendeleev-- Periodic Table -- Elements --   mid1800s
• Organic Chem -- early Polymers -- early 1900s
• Polymer Chem -- Nylons -- Dacron -- mid 1900s

– Addition and Condensation -- Statistics -- Paul Flory
• Stereoregular, Coordination Polymers -- later 1900s

– Block Copolymers -- “Intelligent” Polymers
• Biopolymers from Biology -- Organisms -- next 10 years

– Silk, Cellulose, Elastin, Hybrids     CHNOPS
• Biopolymers from “Plants” -- photosynthesis -- CHNOPS

– Materials from air and water!! -- next 20 years
• Materials from and beyond Biology -- beyond CHNOPS

– New elements, new energetics, new templates -- next 30 years?

Bottom Line? Energy, Matter, 02/CO2 



“It is not enough that you should understand about 
applied science in order that your work may 
increase man's blessings.  Concern for man himself 
and his fate must always form the chief interest of 
all technical endeavors, concern for the great 
unsolved problems of the organization of labor and 
the distribution of goods -- in order that the 
creations of our mind shall be a blessing and not a 
curse to mankind.  

Never forget this in the midst of your diagrams 
and equations.” Albert Einstein, 1931 

Food, Water, Shelter, Health, Environment, Population, 
Transportation --for ALL 6 Billion homo sapiens,          30+ 
Million other species, and Planet Earth.



Your future…your world…your turn!!

• …
• …
• …
• …
• …
• …
• … Thanks



National Wildlife, June/
July, 1995, p. 30



New Perspectives Quart. 
Summer, 2000, p. 56


